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Abstract
An in!nite word de!ned over a !nite alphabet A is balanced if for any pair (!;!′) of factors
of the same length and for any letter a in the alphabet
‖!|a − |!′|a|6 1;
where |!|a denotes the number of occurrences of the letter a in the word !. In this paper,
we generalize this notion and introduce a measure of balance for an in!nite sequence. In the
case of !xed points of primitive substitutions, we show that the asymptotic behaviour of this
measure is in part ruled by the spectrum of the incidence matrix associated with the substitution.
Connections with frequencies of letters and other balance properties are also discussed.
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1. Introduction
A word de!ned over a !nite alphabet A is balanced if for any pair (!;!′) of factors
of the same length, we have ||!|a− |!′|a|61, for each letter a. Here |!|a denotes the
number of occurrences of the letter a in the word !. This notion appeared for the !rst
time in the papers of Morse and Hedlund [28,29] published in 1938 and 1940. They
proved in particular that each letter of an in!nite balanced word de!ned over a binary
alphabet admits a frequency. Later, Coven and Hedlund [12] obtained that an in!nite
word de!ned over a binary alphabet is Sturmian if and only if it is aperiodic and
balanced. More recently, Hubert [25] (see also a close result of Graham [23]) shows
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that aperiodic balanced words de!ned over a !nite alphabet of cardinality at least three
are strongly connected with Sturmian words and could also be simply characterized in
a geometrical way.
Another important aspect of the balanced words theory comes from Frankel’s con-
jecture, which states that there is only one balanced word, up to a permutation of the
letters, de!ned over a !nite alphabet of cardinality m at least three, whose letters all
have distinct frequencies. A proof for m=3; 4; 5; 6 is given in [27,5,38,39]. In theo-
retical computer science, this question is closely related to optimization and job-shop
problems (see for instance [22]).
All these results emphasize the fact that the balance property is a really strong
constraint. This is perhaps one of the reasons for which mathematicians have try to
generalize the notion of balance, sometimes in order to make it more Cexible. For
instance, BerthDe and Tijdeman [7] study balance properties of multi-dimensional words;
in particular balanced multi-dimensional words are proved to be fully periodic.
Another possible generalization, initiated in [21] for Sturmian words, consists in
estimating the diEerence between the number of occurrences of a word u in any pair
of factors of the same length of an in!nite word. We will consider such diEerences
for !xed points of primitive substitutions in Section 5.
In a more ergodic or number theoretic point of view, a fruitful approach seems to
be the extension of the notion of balance to C-balance by requiring ||!|a − |!′|a|6C,
for each letter a and for some constant C. Then, the C-balance property is closely
related to the notion of bounded remainder sets (see Section 3). It was believed that
an Arnoux–Rauzy sequence (see [6]) would be a natural coding of a rotation on
the two-dimensional torus. Using the connection evoked above, Cassaigne et al. [9]
provide a counterexample to this conjecture by proving an Arnoux–Rauzy sequence to
be totally unbalanced (that is to say, not C-balanced for any C). In the same spirit,
symbolic dynamical systems arising from a primitive Pisot-type substitution (with some
additional technical conditions) are expected to be measure theoretically isomorphic
with a minimal rotation on a torus (see for instance [32,8]).
Our motivations for this paper partly come from these results. But just as the study
of the complexity is not reduced to the one of periodic, Sturmian or Epiturmian words,
we want not to restrict our study to balanced or C-balanced words. We thus introduce
a balance function associated with an in!nite word, including in this way the notion
of C-balance. In the case of !xed points of primitive substitutions, we show that
the asymptotic behaviour of the balance function is in part ruled by the incidence
matrix associated with the substitution. Therefore, our work is more quantitative than
qualitative and thus shares the same spirit as the one done in [30], concerning the
study of the complexity function.
The organization of the article is as follows. Section 2 contains most of the diEerent
de!nitions and notations used in the paper. We recall as well a previous result of [1]
which will be fundamental for the study we propose. In Section 3 we will investigate
connections between frequencies of letters and balance. The main results concerning
the balance function are presented and discussed in Section 4. Section 5 deals with
generalized balance properties. We will illustrate our study through some examples
in Section 6. Finally, Appendix A is devoted to the presentation of a generalized
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numeration system used to prove our results, and to obtain an explicit bound for the
balance function of !xed points of Pisot-type substitutions.
2. Denitions and background
Symbolic sequences: A !nite and non-empty set A is called alphabet. The elements
of A are called letters. A !nite word on A is a !nite sequence of letters and an
in!nite word on A is a sequence of letters indexed by N. The length of a !nite word
!, denoted by |!|, is the number of letters it is built from. The empty word, , is the
unique word of length 0. We denote by A∗ the set of !nite words on A and by AN
the set of sequences on A.
Let U=(uk)k∈N be a symbolic sequence de!ned over the alphabet A. A factor of U
is a !nite word of the form uiui+1 : : : uj; 06i6j. If ! is a factor of U and a a letter,
then |w|a is the number of occurrences of the letter a in the word !. The frequency
of the letter a in U is de!ned by
lim
N→∞
|u0u1 : : : uN−1|a
N
;
when this limit exists.
We denote by Ln(U ) the set of all the factors of length n of the sequence U
and by L(U ) the set of all the factors of the sequence U . The set L(U ) is called
the language of U . We call complexity function of U , and denote by PU (n), the
function which with each positive integer n associates CardLn(U ). A sequence in
which all the factors have an in!nite number of occurrences is called recurrent. When
these occurrences have bounded gaps, the sequence is called uniformly recurrent.
A sequence is said linearly recurrent (with constant K) if there exists an integer
K such that for any of its factors ! the diEerence between two successive occur-
rences is bounded by K |!|. We will also use LR instead of linearly recurrent in the
following.
Substitutions and spectrum: Endowed with concatenation, the set A∗ is a free
monoid with unit element . A map from A to A∗\{} can be extended by con-
catenation to an endomorphism of the free monoid A∗ and then to a map from AN
to itself. A substitution  on the alphabet A is such a morphism satisfying
(i) There exists a∈A such that a is the !rst letter of (a);
(ii) For all b∈A; limn→+∞ |n(b)|=+∞.
Then, it is easily seen that (n(a))n∈N converges in AN, endowed with the product
of the discrete topologies on A, to a sequence U . This sequence is a ;xed point of
, i.e., (U )=U . More generally, a sequence which is the image by a morphism of a
!xed point of a substitution is said substitutive.
Given a substitution  de!ned on A={1; 2; : : : ; d}, we call the matrix M =
(|(j)|i)(i; j)∈A2 the incidence matrix associated with . The composition of substi-
tutions corresponds to the multiplication of incidence matrices. A substitution is called
primitive if there exists a power of its incidence matrix for which all the entries are
positive. For a primitive substitution, the Perron–Frobenius theorem implies that its
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incidence matrix admits a real eigenvalue greater than one and which is greater than
the modulus of all the other eigenvalues (see for instance [31]). This eigenvalue is
called the Perron eigenvalue of the substitution. In the following, we need to order
the spectrum SM of the incidence matrix M associated with a primitive substitution
. We thus write
SM = {i; 26 i 6 d′} ∪ {1 = };
where  is the Perron eigenvalue of ; d′ is the number of distinct eigenvalues and
∀ 26 i; k 6 d′; i ¡ k ⇒
{ |i| ¿ |k |;
or |i| = |k | and i ¿ k ; (1)
where j +1 means the multiplicity of the eigenvalue j in the minimal polynomial of
M. Furthermore, if |i|= |k |=1; i=k ; i is not a root of unity and k is a root of
unity, then i¡k.
Remark 1. In the case where two distinct eigenvalues have the same modulus and the
same multiplicity in the minimal polynomial of M, this way of ordering is not always
well-de!ned. We obtain that one can give several orders satisfying our conditions. This
is, in fact, not a problem because our results do not depend on the choice of such an
order. Then in the following, when we will use this notation, one should understand
that we have made an arbitrary choice for the corresponding order.
The balance function: We introduce here some de!nitions about balance properties
for an in!nite word.
Denition 2. Let us consider an alphabet A; ! an in!nite word in AN, and an integer
C. The word ! is said C-balanced if:
∀i ∈A; ∀(v; w) ∈L(!); |v| = |w| ⇒ −C 6 |v|i − |w|i 6 C:
If ! is 1-balanced, we just say that ! is balanced.
In [7], BerthDe and Tijdeman introduce a measure of balance for multi-dimensional
words. We use in [2] a one-dimensional analogous which is de!ned by:
Denition 3. Let U be an in!nite sequence de!ned over an alphabet A. We de!ne
the balance function of U in the following way:
BU (n) = max
a∈A
max
w;w′∈Ln(U )
{||w|a − |w′|a|}:
We thus obtain that a sequence is C-balanced if and only if its balance function is
bounded by C.
The discrepancy function: Let A be a !nite set. Endowed with the discrete topology,
A is a compact set. Let us consider a probability measure  on A. A sequence
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U=(un)n∈N which takes its values in A is said uniformly distributed with respect to
the measure  if
∀ a ∈A; lim
N→∞
1
N
N−1∑
k=0
{a}(uk) = (a);
where {a} denotes the characteristic function of the set {a}. If U is a symbolic
sequence de!ned over the alphabet A={1; 2; : : : ; d}, whose letters have frequencies,
then, we can introduce the vector of frequencies  =( i)i=1;2;:::; d which de!nes a nat-
ural probability measure on A for U . The existence of frequencies implies that U
is uniformly distributed with respect to this probability measure. For a !xed point
of a primitive substitution such a natural measure always exists (see for instance
[31]).
We de!ne the discrepancy function DN (; U ) of the sequence U with respect to the
measure  by
DN (; U ) = max
a∈A
∣∣∣∣N−1∑
k=0
({a}(uk)− (a))
∣∣∣∣ :
Then, if U is a symbolic sequence de!ned over the alphabet A={1; 2; : : : ; d} whose
letters have frequencies, and if  =( i)i=1;2; :::; d denotes the associated probability vec-
tor, the discrepancy function DN ( ;U ) measures the speed of convergence of the
vector( |u0u1 : : : uN−1|a
N
)
a∈A
towards the frequencies vector  .
A subset E of A is said a bounded remainder set for the sequence U with respect
to the measure  if the sequence(
N−1∑
k=0
(E(uk)− (a))
)
N∈N∗
is bounded. Then, the discrepancy DN (; U ) is bounded if and only if each element of
A is a bounded remainder set. In the following, we will link together sequences with
bounded discrepancy and C-balanced sequences.
The previous de!nitions, given for a !nite set, come directly from the more classical
notions of uniform distribution modulo 1 and discrepancy for real sequences. Let us
notice that these notions can also be generalized to topological, compact or quasi-
compact groups. Two important references on this subject are the books of Kuipers
and Niederreiter [26] and of Drmota and Tichy [16].
Landau symbols: Let f and g be two real positive functions. We recall the de!nition
of some Landau symbols:
f = O(g) if ∃C ¿ O such that f(x) ¡ Cg(x) ∀x ∈ R+;
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f = o(g) if lim
x→∞
f(x)
g(x)
= 0;
f = &(g) if f = o(g); that is lim f
g
¿ 0:
We introduce now a notation that we will use in most of our results. We will write
f = (O ∩ &)(g)
if both f=O(g) and f=&(g). This a priori just means that g is, in a certain sense,
an optimal asymptotic upper bound for the function f. However, in this study, the fact
that f=&(g) will be in most of cases more signi!cant than the relation f=O(g).
Remark 4. The relation f=(O ∩ &)(g) does of course not imply that f∼g, but, in
this paper we study some functions which could be oscillating, and we are essentially
interested by their maximum values. So, we will sometimes write, by abuse of language,
that the order of magnitude of the function f is g, as soon as the relation f=(O∩&)(g)
holds.
A preliminary result: In the study led in [1] on the asymptotic behaviour of the
discrepancy function for !xed points of primitive substitutions, we prove the following
result which lays the foundations for the study we present in this paper.
Theorem 5 (Adamczewski [1]). Let U be a ;xed point of a primitive substitution .
Then, we have:
(i) if |2| ¡ 1; then DN ( ;U ) is bounded;
(ii) if |2| ¿ 1; then DN ( ;U ) = (O ∩ &)((log N )2N (log |2|));
(iii) if |2| = 1 and 2 is not
a root of unity; then DN ( ;U ) = (O ∩ &)((log N )(2+1));
(iv) if |2| = 1 and 2 is
a root of unity; then
either A;U = 0 and DN ( ;U ) = (O ∩ &)((log N )(2+1))
or A;U = 0 and DN ( ;U ) = (O ∩ &)((log N )2 );
where the complex number A;U (which just depends on the pair (; U )) is de;ned
in Appendix B and could explicitly be computed.
Remark 6. All the diEerent cases are thus covered by Theorem 5.
3. Links between balance and discrepancy
In this section, we study the connections between the balance and the discrepancy
functions for a symbolic sequence. We note the existence of some links in the general
case and also their limits. In particular, we show that these two notions are strongly
connected in the case of linearly recurrent sequences.
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The general case: We !rst exhibit some links between the balance and the discrep-
ancy functions. We prove in particular that if one of both of these functions is bounded,
then the other should be bounded too. We thus obtain that problems of bounded re-
mainder sets and C-balanced sequences are strongly connected.
Proposition 7. Let U=u0u1 : : : un : : : be a symbolic sequence de;ned over the alphabet
A. Then the two following propositions are equivalent:
(i) There exists a probability measure  such that DN ( ;U ) is bounded.
(ii) BN (U ) is bounded.
Proof. Let us show that (i) ⇒ (ii). We thus suppose there exists a constant C¿0
such that:
∀a ∈A; ||u0u1 : : : uN−1| − N a|6 C: (2)
Let us consider an integer N and ! a factor of length N in U . If the integer k denotes
an occurrence of ! in U , we have
u0u1 : : : uk−1 : : : uN+k−1 = u0u1 : : : uk−1!:
Let a∈A, (2) implies
||u0u1 : : : uN+k−1|a − (N + k) a|6 C:
We obtain
|(|u0u1 : : : uk−1|a − k a) + (|!|a − N a)|6 C
and thus because of (2)
||!|a − N a|6 2C:
Finally, for any pair (!1; !2) of factors of length N , we have
||!1|a − |!2|a| ¡ 4C;
which implies that the balance function of U is bounded by 4C.
We have now to prove (ii)⇒ (i). Let us suppose that the balance function of U is
bounded by a positive constant C, that is to say:
∀N ∈ N ∀a ∈A; ∀!;!′ ∈LN (U ); ||!|a − |!′|a|6 C: (3)
Let us !rst !x a letter a in the alphabet A. For every integer k; wk denotes a word
in Lk(U ) such that:
∀w ∈Lk(U ); |w|a ¿ |wk |a:
Such a word wk clearly exists. Then, if n∈N; l∈N, and w∈Lnl(U ), inequality (3)
implies
06 |w|a − l|wn|a 6 lC and 06 |w|a − n|wl|a 6 nC:
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By subtraction, we obtain
−nC 6 n|wl|a − l|wn|a 6 lC
and
−C
l
6
|wl|a
l
− |wn|a
n
6
C
n
:
The sequence (|wn|a=n)n∈N is thus convergent. Therefore, there exists a real  a, the
limit of this sequence, satisfying:
06  a − |wn|an 6
C
n
: (4)
Let us remember that (3) implies for every integer n
06 |Un|a − |wn|a 6 C;
that is to say,
06
|Un|a
n
− |wn|a
n
6
C
n
:
By subtracting inequality (4), it follows:
−C
n
6
|Un|a
n
−  a 6 Cn :
The sequence (|Un|a=n)n∈N converges thus to  a, the frequency  a of the letter a. We
obtain !nally
∀n ∈ N; ||Un|a − n a|6 C;
which ends the proof.
Remark 8. In the previous demonstration, we show in fact the following: If for any
letter i, the set {i} is a bounded remainder set (with bound C) for the sequence U
with respect to the probability measure  , then the balance function of U is bounded
by 4C.
In the case of the Morse sequence (see Example 24), the letters 0 and 1 correspond to
bounded remainder sets (with bound 12 ) with respect to the uniform probability measure
on {0; 1} (the bound 12 being reach). Moreover, this sequence is 2-balanced (but not
balanced). This shows that the upper bound we obtain in the proof of Proposition 7 is
optimal.
Proposition 7 states that both balance and discrepancy functions have the same order
of magnitude if one of them is bounded. We show now that it does not hold in the
general case (Proposition 10). However, we prove that the order of magnitude of the
discrepancy function is at most the one of the balance function (Proposition 9).
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Proposition 9. Let U=u0u1 : : : un : : : be a sequence de;ned over the alphabet A=
{1; 2; : : : ; d} and such that each letter of A admits a frequency in U . Let  =( i)i∈A
denote the frequencies vector of U . If the balance function of U satis;es:
BU (N ) = O(f(N )) (respectively BU (N ) = o(f(N )))
then
DN ( ;U ) = O(f(N )) (respectively DN ( ;U ) = o(f(N ))):
Proof. The same reasoning as in the second part of the proof of Proposition 7 applies
if we replace C by f(N ).
We produce now a particular sequence with both small discrepancy and extremely
bad balance. We thus deduce that a converse to Proposition 9 could not hold.
Proposition 10. Let f be a real increasing unbounded function such that f(N )=o(N ).
Then, there exists a sequence U de;ned over the alphabet {0; 1} satisfying:
(i) U has a frequency vector denoted by  ,
(ii) DN ( ;U )=O(f(N )),
(iii) for every integer N; BU (N )=N .
Proof. Let f be a real increasing unbounded function. Let x denote the fractional
part of the real x. We introduce then the following binary sequence U de!ned over
{0; 1} in the following way:
U = 01 00 : : : 0︸ ︷︷ ︸

f(1) times
11 : : : 1︸ ︷︷ ︸

f(1) times
0101 00 : : : 0︸ ︷︷ ︸

f(2) times
11 : : : 1︸ ︷︷ ︸

f(2) times
: : : 0101 : : : 01︸ ︷︷ ︸
N times
00 : : : 0︸ ︷︷ ︸

f(N ) times
11 : : : 1︸ ︷︷ ︸

f(N ) times
: : :
We obtain that U has arbitrary long blocks of 0’s and 1’s because f is unbounded.
This implies that
∀N ∈ N∗; BU (N ) = N:
If UN denotes the pre!x of length N of U , we obtain then by construction of our
sequence
|UN |0 − |UN |1 6 f(N ); (5)
since f is increasing, and thus the letters 0 and 1 have a frequency equal to 12 in U ,
because f(N )=o(N ). By inequality (5), we have
||UN |0 − 12 N |6 12f(N )
and
||UN |1 − 12 N |6 12f(N ):
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Then, if  means the uniform probability vector over {0; 1}, we obtain
DN ( ;U )6 12f(N )
and thus
DN ( ;U ) = O(f(N ));
which ends the proof.
Remark 11. The sequence U considered in the proof of Proposition 10 is clearly not
linearly recurrent since the blocks of 0’s and of 1’s !rst occur at a rank which is not
proportional to their lengths.
The case of LR sequences: It is proved in [19] that if U is a LR sequence then
each letter in U admits a frequency. Hence U is uniformly distributed with respect to
the natural probability measure given by its frequencies. The following result states a
partial converse to Proposition 9 in the case of LR sequences.
Proposition 12. Let U a linearly recurrent sequence (with constant K) de;ned over
the alphabet A={1; 2; : : : ; d}. Let  =( i)i∈A denote the frequency vector associated
with U . If there exists an increasing sublinear function f (that is ∀(x; y); f(x+y)6
f(x) + f(y)) such that:
DN ( ;U ) = O(f(N )) (respectively DN ( ;U ) = o(f(N )))
then
BU (N ) = O(f(N )) (respectively BU (N ) = o(f(N ))):
Proof. Let us suppose that there exists an increasing function f satisfying
DN ( ;U ) = O(f(N )):
Then, there exists a positive constant A¿0 such that:
∀N ∈ N∗ ∀a ∈A; ||u0u1 : : : uN−1| − N a| ¡ Af(N ):
Let N be an integer and ! a factor of length N in U . Let k! be the !rst occurrence
of ! in U , we have
u0u1 : : : uk!−1 : : : uN+k!−1 = u0u1 : : : uk!−1!:
The fact that U is LR with constant K implies N + k! − 1¡KN . We thus have that
for a∈A
||u0u1 : : : uN+k!−1|a − (N + k!) a| ¡ Af(KN );
which implies
|(|u0u1 : : : uk!−1|a − k! a) + (|!|a − N a)| ¡ Af(KN )
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and thus
||!|a − N a| ¡ 2Af(KN );
since
||u0u1 : : : ukN−1|a − kN a| ¡ Af(KN );
because f is increasing. Finally, we obtain that for any pair (!1; !2) of factors of
length N :
||!1|a − |!2|a| ¡ 4Af(KN );
which implies that BU (N )=Of(N ) since f is sublinear. The same reasoning applies
in the case where DN ( ;U )=o(f(N )).
4. Main results
In view of the study led in Section 3, we can translate Theorem 5 in terms of
balance function. Having !xed the notation in Section 2, then we obtain the following
theorem.
Theorem 13. Let U be a ;xed point of a primitive substitution . Then, we have:
(i) if |2| ¡ 1; then BU (N ) is bounded;
(ii) if |2| ¿ 1; then BU (N ) = (O ∩ &)((log N )2N (log |2|));
(iii) if |2| = 1 and 2 is not
a root of unity; then BU (N ) = (O ∩ &)((log N )(2+1));
(iv) if |2| = 1 and 2 is
a root of unity; then
either A;U = 0 and BU (N ) = (O ∩ &)((log N )(2+1))
or A;U = 0 and BU (N ) = (O ∩ &)((log N )2 );
where the complex number A;U (which just depends on the pair (; U )) is de;ned
in Appendix B and could explicitly be computed.
Remark 14. This theorem implies in particular that for any !xed point of a primitive
substitution U; BU (N )=o(N ). We also refer the reader to (1) for a better understanding
of the notation.
Proof. We have !rst to remark that a !xed point of a primitive substitution is linearly
recurrent. This point is proved in [20]. Then, the result follows from Theorem 5 and
Propositions 9 and 12.
We thus obtain the following characterization of the C-balanced !xed points of
primitive substitutions.
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Corollary 15. A ;xed point U of a primitive substitution  has a bounded balance
function if and only if one of the following holds:
(i) |2|¡1,
(ii) |2|=1; 2=0; 2 is a root of unity and A;U =0.
We bring now some direct applications of Theorem 13 and we focus on case (iv).
The !rst interesting (or surprising) point is that the three !rst cases of Theorem 13
just depend on 2 and thus on the incidence matrix associated with the substitution.
In particular, we obtain that in these cases, the asymptotic behaviour of the balance
function is not modi!ed by any permutation of the letters in the de!nition of the
substitution. As an example, the balance functions of the two !xed points of the
substitutions
1
1 → 12131234
2 → 12131334
3 → 12242434
4 → 13342434
and
2
1 → 11122334
2 → 11123334
3 → 12223444
4 → 12333444
have the same asymptotic behaviour. A natural question is then to ask if this property
holds for any !xed points of primitive substitutions. The answer is no. In fact, let
us consider, as was suggested to me by J. Cassaigne, the two following substitutions
de!ned over the alphabet {1; 2} by:
21
1 → 112
2 → 212
and
22
1 → 121
2 → 212
;
and let U1 and U2 denote, respectively, the !xed points beginning with the letter
1 of the substitutions 21 and 22. It is clear that BU2 (N ) is bounded since U2 is a
periodic sequence. On the other hand, one can show (using that A21 ; U1 =0; we recall its
de!nition in Appendix B) that BU1 (N )=&(log(N )). Even so, these two substitutions
share the same incidence matrix. This example is relatively simple, but not totally
convincing. One can think that if we restrict our study to non-ultimately periodic
sequences, such a situation does not hold any more. However, we provide in Section 6
(Example 6) two non-ultimately periodic !xed points of substitutions sharing the same
incidence matrix, corresponding, respectively, to both situations which can occur in
case (iv) of Theorem 13 (see Section 6). We thus obtain that the “strange” class of
substitution considered in case (ii) of Corollary 15 is really not empty. In particular,
this puts an end to the hope of characterizing the non-ultimately periodic !xed points
of primitive substitutions with bounded balance function just in terms of their incidence
matrices.
We are now going to use Corollary 15 in order to understand what type of spectrum
could have the incidence matrix associated with a primitive substitution which generates
an eventually periodic sequence. This is in part motivated by a !rst result due to Holton
and Zamboni.
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Proposition 16 (Holton–Zamboni [24]). If a ;xed point of a primitive substitution 3
is eventually periodic, then the incidence matrix associated with 3 could not have
non-zero eigenvalues of modulus less than one.
Then, we can deduce the following.
Corollary 17. Let 3 be a primitive substitution which generates an eventually periodic
;xed point over the alphabet A. Then, the following holds:
(i) M3 has a simple positive integer eigenvalue (its Perron eigenvalue),
(ii) the other non-zero eigenvalues of M3 are all roots of unity (whose algebraic
degree is less than the cardinality of the set A minus one),
(iii) the non-zero eigenvalues of M3 are all simple.
Proof. It follows from Proposition 16 that the non-zero eigenvalues of M3 have mod-
ulus greater than or equal to one.
If M3 has an eigenvalue of modulus greater than one which is not its Perron eigen-
value, this would imply that |2|¿1, and then by Corollary 15 the balance function of
the eventually periodic sequence would not be bounded, hence a contradiction.
If M3 has an eigenvalue of modulus equal to one, Corollary 15 implies that this
eigenvalue is necessarily simple and a root of unity.
The minimal polynomial of , the Perron eigenvalue of M3, should divide the char-
acteristic polynomial of M3. Then the algebraic conjugates of  lie necessarily among
the eigenvalues of M3. But, 0 could obviously neither be an algebraic conjugate of 
nor a root of unity, since  is greater than one. We obtain !nally that  could not
have any algebraic conjugate and should thus be integer.
Now, let 4 denote an eigenvalue of M3 which is a root of unity and P its minimal
polynomial. The degree of P is necessarily less than the cardinality of the set A minus
one because (X − )P should divide the characteristic polynomial of M3, concluding
the proof.
Corollary 17 claims that the incidence matrices associated with primitive substitu-
tions which generate eventually periodic sequences should have very speci!c types of
spectrum composed among roots of unity and zero eigenvalues (if we forget their Per-
ron eigenvalue). It is thus natural to ask if this result is optimal, that is to say, if roots
of unity or=and zero could really be eigenvalues of such matrices. The substitution
de!ned over {1; 2} by
6
1 → 121
2 → 212
has spectrum SM6 ={3; 1}, whereas the substitution de!ned over {1; 2} by
 
1 → 121
2 → 121
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has spectrum SM ={3; 0}, and the substitution de!ned over {1; 2; 3} by
3
1 → 12
2 → 312
3 → 3123
has spectrum SM3 ={3; 1; 0}; moreover these three substitutions generate periodic !xed
points, which provides a positive answer to our question. Another consequence of
Corollary 17 is that for a primitive substitution  which generates an eventually periodic
!xed point over a two or a three-letter alphabet, SM⊂Z.
5. Application to generalized balances
In this section, we apply our results to generalized balance properties for !xed
points of primitive substitutions. The balance function measures the diEerence between
the number of occurrences of each letter in any pair of factors of the same length. We
want now to introduce a similar notion but with words playing the role of letters. This
generalization is inspired by Fagnot and Vuillon [21] who study generalized balances
in Sturmian words.
Let U be a symbolic sequence de!ned over the alphabet A. Then, we can de!ne,
for any positive integer n, a generalized balance function of order n for U , in the
following way:
B(n)U (N ) = maxu∈Ln(U )
max
w;w′∈LN (U )
{||w|u − |w′|u|}; (6)
where |w|u denotes the number of occurrences of the word u in the word w. We obtain
in particular B(1)U (N )=BU (N ). In view of the previous study, it is a natural question
to ask if we can estimate the growth order of these generalized balance functions for
!xed points of primitive substitutions. In particular, is it possible to obtain such an
information in terms of the incidence matrix associated with the substitution.
In order to answer this question, we recall now a useful construction which can be
found in [31]. Let  be a primitive substitution de!ned over the alphabet A and
U an associated !xed point. For any positive integer l; Al denotes the alphabet
{1; 2; : : : ; PU (l)}, where PU is the complexity function of U . We can thus consider
a map 8l from Ll(U ) to Al which associates with each factor of length l its order of
occurrence in U . If i denotes a letter of the alphabet Al, we can conversely associate
with i a unique word 8−1l (i)=w0w1 : : : wl−1∈Ll(U ) since 8l is one-to-one. If
(8−1(i)) = (w0w1 : : : wl−1) = y0y1 : : : y|(w0)|−1y|(w0)| : : : y|(8−1(i)|−1;
then, we de!ne the substitution of order l for  by
l(i) = 8((y0y1 : : : yl−1)(y1y2 : : : yl) : : : (y|(y0)|−1 : : : y|(y0)|+l−2)): (7)
So de!ned, |l(i)|= |(w0)|.
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Example 18. Let U be the Fibonacci sequence, de!ned as the !xed point of the
substitution

1 → 12
2 → 1
It is well-known that U is a Sturmian sequence and thus admits three factors of length
two, more precisely,
L2(U ) = {(12); (21); (11)}:
Then, we obtain
8−1(1) = (12); 8−1(2) = (21) and 8−1(3) = (11);
and since (12)=121; (21)=112 and (11)=1212, it follows that the substitution
of order two for  is de!ned by
2(1) = 12; 2(2) = 3 and 2(3) = 12:
We recall now some results about the previous construction.
Proposition 19 (QueEDelec [31]). For every positive integer l, the substitution of order
l for a substitution  admits the sequence Ul=∞l (1) as ;xed point. Moreover, if
U=u0u1 : : : un : : : means the ;xed point of , then the sequence 8−1l (Ul) is composed
by all the factors of length l of U without repetition and in the same order as in U ,
that is to say,
8−1l (Ul) = (u0u1 : : : ul−1)(u1u2 : : : ul) : : : (unun+1 : : : un+l−1) : : : :
We can already notice that if Ul=u
(l)
0 u
(l)
1 : : : u
(l)
n : : :, then
|u(l)0 u(l)1 : : : u(l)n |i = |u0u1 : : : un|8−1(i); (8)
where |!|8−1(i) means the number of occurrences of the word 8−1(i) in !. This
implies in particular the following corollary.
Corollary 20. The order of magnitude of the generalized balance function of order
l for U is the same as that of the balance function of Ul.
Proposition 21 (QueEDelec [31]). If  is a primitive substitution then for every positive
integer l, the substitution l is primitive too and its incidence matrix Ml has the same
Perron eigenvalue as the one of .
The eigenvalues of Ml; l¿2, are those of M2 with perhaps in addition the eigen-
value 0. Moreover, if P2 is the minimal polynomial of M2, then there exists an integer
m such that Pl=P2Xm, where Pl means the minimal polynomial of Ml.
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Following Eq. (1), we can note
SMl = {l;i; 26 26 dl} ∪ {l;1 = l}
the spectrum of the incidence matrix associated with l. Proposition 21 implies that
l=; l;2=2;2 and l;2=2;2, where l;2 means the multiplicity of l;2 in the mini-
mal polynomial of Ml. In view of Corollary 20 and Proposition 21, we can state the
following result.
Theorem 22. Let U be a ;xed point of a primitive substitution . Then, we have for
every integer l¿2:
(i) if |2;2| ¡ 1; then B(l)U (N ) is bounded;
(ii) if |2;2| ¿ 1; then B(l)U (N ) = (O ∩ &)((log N )2;2N (log |2;2|));
(iii) if |2;2| = 1 and 2;2 is not
a root of unity; then B(l)U (N ) = (O ∩ &)((log N )(2;2+1));
(iv) if |2;2| = 1 and 2;2 is
a root of unity; then BU (N ) = O((log N )(2;2+1))
and BU (N ) = &((log N )2;2 ):
Moreover, in the case where 2;2 is necessarily a root of unity, then:
• either ∀l¿2; B(l)U (N )=(O ∩ &)((log N )2; 2 ),
• or there exists an integer m¿2 such that,
for l¡m; B(l)U (N )=(O ∩ &)((log N )2; 2 )
and for l¿m; B(l)U (N )=(O ∩ &)((log N )2; 2+1).
Before proving Theorem 22, we need to establish the following lemma.
Lemma 23. Let l be a positive integer, U an in;nite sequence de;ned over the
alphabet A and suppose that there exists a function f such that B(l)U (N )=&(f(N )).
Then, we have B(l+1)U (N )=&(f(N )).
Proof. Let Pl be the projection map de!ned from Ll+1(U ) to Ll(U ) by:
Pl((w0w1 : : : wl+1)) = (w0w1 : : : wl):
Then, we obtain that
8l ◦ Pl ◦8−1l+1(Ul+1) = Ul:
The sequence Ul is thus the image by a morphism letter-to-letter of the sequence Ul+1,
which implies that
BUl+1(N ) = &(f(N )) as soon as BUl(N ) = &(f(N )):
Finally, we obtain by Corollary 20 that
B(l+1)U (N ) = &(f(N )) as soon as B
(l)
U (N ) = &(f(N ));
concluding the proof.
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Lemma 23 points out the fact that the order of magnitude of the generalized balance
functions B(l)U (N ) associated with a symbolic sequence U could not decrease with
respect to l.
Proof of Theorem 22. Equalities (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) come directly from Corollary
20, Proposition 21 and Theorem 13. Then, the last point of Theorem 22 is a conse-
quence of Lemma 23.
If we come back to Example 18, we obtain that the incidence matrix associated with
the Fibonacci substitution of order 2 admits three simple eigenvalues:{√
5− 1
2
;
√
5 + 1
2
; 0
}
:
Theorem 22 implies thus that the Fibonacci sequence admits bounded balance functions
of all orders. A more precise result is shown in [21] for Sturmian sequences. If U
means a Sturmian sequence, then
B(n)U (N ) is bounded by n;
moreover, if the slope of U has bounded partial quotients in its continued fraction
expansion, then
sup
n∈N
(B(n)U (N )) is !nite
and an explicit bound is given.
Example 24. Let U be the Morse sequence, de!ned as the !xed point beginning by 1
of the substitution

1 → 12
2 → 21
The incidence matrix associated with the Morse substitution admits 2 and 0 as eigen-
values. It is well-known that U has four factors of length two, more precisely,
L2(U ) = {(12); (22); (21); (11)}:
We thus obtain
8−1(1) = (12); 8−1(2) = (22); 8−1(3) = (21) and 8−1(4) = (11);
and since (12)=1221; (22)=2121; (21)=2112 and (11)=1212, it follows that
the substitution of order two for  is de!ned by
2(1) = 14; 2(2) = 31; 2(3) = 34 and 2(4) = 31:
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The incidence matrix associated with the Morse substitution of order two admits four
simple eigenvalues:
{2; 1;−1; 0}:
Contrary to the Fibonacci case, new non-zero eigenvalues appear. One can thus think
that the Morse sequence is more “well-balanced” with respect to its letters than to its
factors of length two. Actually, we can show that A2 ; U2 =0 and thus that the Morse
balance function of order two is bounded too. However, and because we are in the
critical case (case (iv) of Theorem 22), we can not say if the Morse balance functions
of any order are bounded or not.
In this section, we have seen that all the incidence matrices associated with the
substitutions of order at least two share the same spectrum (except for the zero eigen-
value). Moreover, we have exhibited an example (the Morse sequence) for which the
spectrum of the substitution of order two is really distinct from the one of the initial
substitution. However, we do not know any such an example for which this change of
spectrum is really signi!cant for the balance properties of the studied sequence.
6. A zoo of examples
In this section, we apply our results to some classical substitutions. We give exam-
ples of substitutions whose balance functions have the diEerent types of growth order
discussed in Theorem 13. This list does not claim of course to be exhaustive.
Pisot-type substitutions: We call Pisot-type substitution a substitution for which
|2|¡1 (some authors require that a Pisot-type substitution has no zero eigenvalue).
This class of substitutions corresponds to case (i) in Theorem 13 and contains in partic-
ular the Morse substitution (see Example 24), the Fibonacci substitution (see Example
18) and more generally Sturmian substitutions (see [13]), the Tribonacci substitution
(see [32]) and more generally Arnoux–Rauzy substitutions (see [6]). Fixed points gen-
erated by all these substitutions have thus, in view of Theorem 13, a bounded balance
function. However, optimal bounds are already well-known for the Morse sequence
(which is 2-balanced) and Sturmian sequences (which are balanced).
Badely balanced substitutions: We call badely balanced substitution, a substitution
satisfying |2|¿1, which corresponds to case (ii) in Theorem 13.
The Rudin–Shapiro sequence: The Rudin–Shapiro substitution is de!ned over the
alphabet {1; 2; 3; 4} by
1 → 12
2 → 13
3 → 24
4 → 34
Let us denote by U the !xed point of this substitution generated by 1. The Rudin–
Shapiro sequence, which is the image of the sequence U by a letter-to-letter projection,
was introduced independently in [36,37] or estimating problems in harmonic analysis.
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The incidence matrix associated with the Rudin–Shapiro substitution has four simple
real eigenvalues:
{2;
√
2;−
√
2; 0}:
We thus obtain =2; |2|=
√
2 and 2=0. Then, we have in view of Theorem 13:
BU (N ) = (O ∩ &)(
√
N ):
A substitution related to the sum of the dyadic digits: Let us consider the substitu-
tion  de!ned over the alphabet {1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6} by
1 → 12
2 → 13
3 → 26
4 → 45
5 → 46
6 → 53
Let us denote by U the !xed point of this substitution generated by 1. This sequence is
related to the sum
∑
n¡N (−1)s(3n), where s(n) denotes the sum of the dyadic digits of
n (see [11,14]). The incidence matrix associated with  admits six simple eigenvalues:
{2;±
√
3;±1; 0}:
We thus obtain =2; |2|=
√
3 and 2=0. Then, Theorem 13 implies:
BU (N ) = (O ∩ &)(N (log4 3)):
We can note that in this case the order of magnitude of the balance function is an
irrational power of N contrary to the case of the Rudin–Shapiro substitution.
Extremely badely balanced substitutions: For any positive integer n, let us consider
the substitution n de!ned over the alphabet {1; 2} by
1 → 1n2
2 → 12n
and let us denote by Un its !xed point. The incidence matrix associated with n has
two simple eigenvalues:
{(n+ 1); (n− 1)}:
It follows that for n¿3; 2; n¿1 and
lim
n→∞ logn (2;n) = 1;
which thus implies that
∀ ¿ 0 ∃n ∈ N; such that; BUn(N ) = &(N 1−):
We thus provide examples of !xed points of primitive substitutions whose balance
functions take highest growth orders as possible in view of Remark 14.
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Not so badely balanced substitutions: For any pair of positive integers (n; k), let us
consider the substitution (n; k) de!ned over the alphabet {1; 2} by
1 → 1(nk )2(nk−n)
2 → 1(nk−n)2(nk )
and let us denote by U(n; k) its !xed point. The incidence matrix associated with (n; k)
has two simple eigenvalues:
{(2nk − n); n}:
It thus follows
log(n;k) (2;(n;k)) ∼n→∞
1
k
;
which implies that
∀ ¿ 0; ∃(n; k) ∈ N×N; such that; BU(n;k) (N ) = O(N):
We thus provide examples of !xed points of badely balanced substitutions whose bal-
ance functions take smallest growth orders as possible in view of Theorem 13.
A Salem-type substitution: We call Salem-type substitution, a substitution for which
, the Perron eigenvalue, is a Salem number. We recall that a Salem number is a real
algebraic number greater than one whose all conjugates have a modulus smaller than
or equal to one, one at least having a modulus equal to one.
Let us consider the substitution  de!ned over the alphabet {1; 2; 3; 4} by:
1 → 12
2 → 14
3 → 2
4 → 3
Let us denote by U the !xed point of this substitution generated by 1. The sequence
U was introduced in [24]. The characteristic polynomial of M is
x4 − x3 − x2 − x + 1 =
(
x2 +
1
2
(−1 +
√
3)x + 1
)(
x2 +
1
2
(−1−
√
3)x + 1
)
:
The roots of the !rst quadratic factor are
4 =
1−√13 +
√
2 + 2
√
13i
4
and 9 =
1−√13−
√
2 + 2
√
13i
4
;
which have modulus one but are not roots of unity. In this example,  is a Salem
number. We thus obtain |2|=1 and 2 is not a root of unity. Moreover, 2=0 because
4 and 9 are simple eigenvalues. Then, case (iii) of Theorem 13 implies:
BU (N ) = (O ∩ &)(log N ):
Critical cases: We give here examples of substitutions corresponding to case (iv) in
Theorem 13.
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The Chacon sequence: The primitive Chacon substitution  is de!ned over the
alphabet {1; 2; 3} by
1 → 1123
2 → 23
3 → 123
Let us denote by U the !xed point of this substitution generated by 1. The Chacon
sequence (which is not exactly U but the image of U by a morphism) was introduced
in [10]. The incidence matrix associated with the primitive Chacon substitution has
three integer simple eigenvalues:
{3; 1; 0}:
We thus obtain 2=1 and 2=0. In particular, 2 is a root of unity and we have thus
to consider the constant A;U . Using the algorithm described in Appendix B, we can
show that A;U is not equal to zero, which implies
BU = (O ∩ &)(log(N )):
Substitutive Rote sequence: Let us consider the quadratic number =(
√
3 − 1)=2.
We de!ned the sequence U=(un)n∈N by
un =
{
1 if {n} ∈ [0; 12 [;
2 else:
This sequence is called coding of rotation of parameters (; 12 ) (see for instance
[2,4,15]) and is included in the class of sequences of complexity 2n considered in
[35]. It is shown in [33] that
U = 6(X);
where 6 is the morphism de!ned by
{1; 2; 3} → {1; 2}
1 → 1
2 → 122
3 → 12
and X is the !xed point of the substitution  de!ned by
{1; 2; 3} → {1; 2; 3}
1 → 13
2 → 13223
3 → 1323
The incidence matrix associated with  admits three simple eigenvalues:
 = 2 +
√
3; 1 and
1

= 2−
√
3:
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We thus obtain 2=1 and 2=0. In particular, 2 is a root of unity and we have thus
to consider the constant A;U . Using the algorithm described in Appendix B, we can
show again that A;U is not equal to zero, which gives
BX(N ) = (O ∩ &)(log(N )):
This implies that
BU (N ) = O(log(N ));
but not necessarily
BU (N ) = &(log(N )):
However, we show in [3] that
DN ( ;U ) = &(log(N ));
where  means the uniform probability vector on {1; 2}. Proposition 7 implies !nally
BU (N ) = &(log(N )):
More generally, it is shown in [2] that if U means the coding of rotation of parameters
(; 4), where  is a quadratic number and 4 lies in the quadratic extension of , then
BU (N ) = (O ∩ &)(log(N )):
The method used here shows that Theorem 13 could sometimes be extended to the
study of substitutive sequences (which are not necessarily !xed points of substitutions).
An example with multiplicity: Let us consider the substitution  de!ned over the
alphabet {1; 2; 3; 4; 5} by
1 → 1112455
2 → 111255
3 → 1123455
4 → 23445
5 → 123455
and let us denote by U the !xed point of this substitution. The incidence matrix
associated with  admits the following characteristic polynomial:
(x − 1)2(x3 − 7x2 + 5x − 1):
The Perron eigenvalue of  is a Pisot number whose minimal polynomial is the factor of
degree three in the previous expression. We thus obtain 82=1. Moreover, the minimal
polynomial of M is equal to its characteristic one and then 2=1. The constant A;U
being not equal to zero, it follows from case (iv) of Theorem 13 that
BU (N ) = (O ∩ &)(log2(N )):
Two degenerated examples: We call degenerated substitution, a substitution which
is not a Pisot-type substitution but which as well generates a !xed point whose balance
function is bounded.
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As we have already noted in Section 4, the periodic !xed point U of the sub-
stitution 
1 → 121
2 → 212
has a bounded balance function. The incidence matrix associated with  admits yet 3
and 1 as eigenvalues. It thus follows that 2=1; 2=0 and A;U =0.
In Section 5, we introduce 2, the Morse substitution of order two, de!ned by
1 → 14
2 → 31
3 → 34
4 → 31
and U its !xed point beginning with 1. This substitution is degenerated, we have
2= ± 1; 2=0 and A;U =0. It thus follows that U is a C-balanced sequence. Then,
it is noticeable to see that if we consider the substitution ′ de!ned by
1 → 12
2 → 13
3 → 34
4 → 13
and U ′ its !xed point beginning with 1, then the sequence U ′ satis!es
BU ′(N ) = (O ∩ &)(log N );
although both substitutions 2 and ′2 share the same incidence matrix.
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Appendix A.
Let us consider a primitive substitution  de!ned over the !nite alphabet A={1; 2;
: : : ; d}, and let us suppose that U is a !xed point for , generated by the letter 1.
Moreover, we assume that  is a Pisot-type substitution, that is to say, |2|¡1. Then,
Theorem 13 states that BU (N ) is bounded or equivalently that U is C-balanced for
some constant C. The object of this appendix is to exhibit such a constant C, that is
to say, to give an explicit upper bound for BU (N ). We will use freely in the following
the diEerent de!nitions and notation introduced in Section 2.
If f=(f(i))i∈A∈Cd and N ∈N∗, then we de!ne:
SfU (N ) =
d∑
i=1
|u0u1 : : : uN−1|if(i):
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Just as, if !∈A∗, we de!ne:
Sf(!) =
d∑
i=1
|!|if(i):
For 16i6d− 1, we introduce the vectors fi, de!ned by
fi(j) =
{
1 if j = i;
 i
 i−1 else;
where  =( i)i∈A is the normalized eigenvector associated with , the Perron eigen-
value of M. We can note that fi is well-de!ned because 0¡ i¡1 (it comes from
the Perron–Frobenius theorem). Then, it is relatively easy to see that
DN ( ;U ) = max
i=1;2;:::;d−1
(1−  i)|SfiU (N )|;
and thus in view of Remark 8,
BU (N )6
⌊
4 max
i=1;2;:::;d−1
(1−  i)|SfiU (N )|
⌋
; (A.1)
where x denotes the integer part of the real x.
Now, for any word m∈A∗, let us introduce the vector L(m)=(|m|i)i∈A. Then, we
have
L((m)) = M(L(m)); (A.2)
where M denotes the incidence matrix of . In this way, if i and j are !xed in A,
the sequence (|n(j)|i)n∈N satis!es a linear recurrence whose coeScients are those of
the minimal polynomial of M. Therefore, there exist complex numbers ;
k; l
i; j and ;i; j
such that for every n∈N, we have
|n(j)|i = ;i;jn +
d′∑
k=2
(
k∑
l=0
;k;li;j n
lnk
)
: (A.3)
Let us notice that Eqs. (A.2) and (A.3) imply that, for each letter j, the vector (;i; j)i∈A
is an eigenvector of M associated with the Perron eigenvalue . Thus, there exists a
complex number j such that ;i; j=j j. Then, for any vector f=(f(i))i=1;2; :::; d∈Cd
lying in the orthogonal vector space of  , it follows:
Sf(n(j)) =
∑d
i=1 |n(j)|if(i)
=
(
d∑
i=1
;i;jf(i)
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
0
n +
d′∑
k=2
(
k∑
l=0
(
d∑
i=1
;k;li;j f(i)
)
nlnk
)
: (A.4)
In order to make the following more friendly readable, let us introduce, for any word
!=!1!2 : : : !m de!ned over A and any such a vector f, the notation:
Ff;k;l(!) =
m∑
j=1
(
d∑
i=1
;k;li;!jf(i)
)
: (A.5)
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1
13
1, 1322
2
3
1
ε
ε
13,132
1, 132
ε
Fig. 1. Example of a pre!x automaton in the case of the substitution 1 → 13; 2 → 13223; 3 → 123.
We present now a generalized numeration system associated with a substitution, intro-
duced simultaneously by Dumont and Thomas [17], and Rauzy [34].
Denition 25. Let  be a substitution and let us suppose that U is a !xed point for 
generated by the letter 1. The subset of A∗ composed by the proper pre!xes of the
images by  of the letters will be denoted by Pref. The pre!x automaton associated
with the pair (; U ) is de!ned in the following way:
• A is the set of states,
• Pref is the set of labels,
• there is a transition from the state i to the state j labelled by the word m if mj is
a pre!x of (i) (Fig. 1).
An admissible labelled path C in the pre!x automaton associated with a pair (; U )
will be denoted by
((i0; i1; E0); (i1; i2; E1); : : : ; (in−1; in; En−1));
ij∈A for 06j6n; Ej∈Pref for 06j6n− 1. The positive integer n is the length of
the path.
The main theorem concerning the pre!x automaton is the following.
Theorem 26 (Dumont and Thomas [17], Rauzy [34]). With the previous notation,
if U is a ;xed point generating by the letter 1 of the substitution , then we
have:
(i) for every positive integers N , there exists a unique admissible path in the pre;x
automaton associated with the pair (; U ), starting from 1 and labelled by the
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sequence (E0; E1 : : : En), such that E0 =  and
UN = n(E0)n−1(E1) : : : En;
where UN denotes the pre;x of U of the length N .
(ii) Conversely, to any such a path, there corresponds a unique pre;x of U , given
by the above formula.
Let us consider a positive integer N . Following Theorem 26, there exists a unique
admissible path in the pre!x automaton associated with the pair (; U ), starting from
1 and labelled by the sequence (E0; E1; : : : ; EnN ); E0 = , such that:
UN = nN (E0)nN−1(E1) : : : EnN :
We thus obtain that for any vector f∈Cd,
SfU (N ) =
nN∑
m=0
SfU (
k(EnN−m));
and in view of equalities (A.4) and (A.5),
SfU (N ) =
Nn∑
m=0
(
d′∑
k=2
k∑
l=0
Ff;k;l(ENn−m)m
lmk
)
:
We can thus consider the !nite quantity
M;U = max
16i¡d
max
26k6d′
max
06l6k
max
E∈Pref
(1−  i)|Ffi;k;l(E)|:
Then, it follows from (A.1) that
BU (N )6
⌊
4M;U
d′∑
k=2
k∑
l=0
(
+∞∑
m=0
ml|k |m
)⌋
;
and thus
BU (N )6
⌊
4M;U (d− 1)
d−1∑
l=0
(
+∞∑
m=0
ml|2|m
)⌋
;
which implies that
BU (N )6
⌊
4M;U (d− 1)
d−1∑
l=0
l!
(1− |2|)l+1
⌋
; (A.6)
because for any real 06x¡1,
+∞∑
n=0
nlxn 6
+∞∑
n=0
(n+ l)(n+ l− 1) : : : (n+ 1)xn = l!
(1− x)l+1 :
The last upper bound, given in (A.6), does not depend on N and provides thus a closed
formula to !nd an explicit upper bound for the balance function associated with a !xed
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point of a Pisot-type substitution. This upper bound is certainly not optimal, because
we wanted to exhibit a general formula. However, for any given substitution of Pisot
type, the method evoked above could be used to !nd a really more precise result.
Appendix B.
The object of this appendix is to give a de!nition of the complex number A;U used
in Theorem 13 and Corollary 15. The meaning of A;U is strongly connected with the
notion of elementary loop in the pre!x automaton associated with the pair (; U ). We
recall now the de!nition of an elementary loop, for a de!nition of the pre!x automaton
associated with a substitution the reader is referred to Appendix A.
Denition 27. Let  be a substitution and let us suppose that U is a !xed point for
 generated by the letter 1. We call elementary loop any admissible labelled path
((i0; i1; E0); : : : ; (in−1; in; En−1)) in the pre!x automaton associated with the pair (; U ),
satisfying the following conditions:
• i0= in,
• ∀06j¡k¡n; ik = ij.
We will denote by El(; U ) the set composed by all the elementary loops in the pre!x
automaton associated with the pair (; U ).
Remark 28. Since A and Pref are !nite sets, El(; U ) is !nite too.
Let us consider a primitive substitution  de!ned over the !nite alphabet A={1; 2;
: : : ; d}, and let us suppose that U is a !xed point for  generated by the letter 1.
Moreover, we !rst assume that  satis!es 2=1, whatever the way one orders the
spectrum of M (satisfying of course (1)). For every admissible labelled path in the
pre!x automaton C=((i0; i1; E0); : : : ; (in−1; in; En−1)) we introduce:
Ff;2;2 (C) =
n−1∑
j=0
Ff;2;2 (Ej);
where Ff;2; 2 (Ej) is de!ned following Equality (13) given in Appendix A. Then, we
can consider for any vector f∈Cd, the quantity
Af;U = max{|Ff;2;2 (B)|; B ∈ El(; U )}:
For 16i6d− 1, we consider, as in Appendix A, the vectors fi, de!ned by
fi(j) =
{
1 if j = i;
 i
 i−1 else:
The family of vectors fi provides a canonical base of the orthogonal vector space
of the eigenvector  . Then, we can de!ne a complex number, denoted by A;U , just
depending on the pair (; U ), by
A;U = max{Afj;U ; 16 j ¡ d}:
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Now, let us assume that  is as in case (iv) of Theorem 13, that is to say 2 is a root
of unity. This implies (see (1)) that all the eigenvalues of M whose modulus is equal
to one and whose multiplicity is equal to 2 are roots of unity. Thus, there exists a
minimal integer n0 such that n0 satis!es the condition required at the beginning of
this appendix, that is to say:
for all the ways of ordering the spectrum of Mn0 ; 2=1. Then, we can in this case
associate a complex number with the pair (; U ) by putting
A;U = An0 ;U ;
where An0 ; U is obtained following the previous construction. We thus have described a
way to compute A;U , as soon as the pair (; U ) satis!es conditions (iv) of Theorem 13.
Note: Since this paper was written, the author extended Theorem 5 mainly using
the notion of return words and the fact proved in [18] that a !xed point of a primi-
tive substitution admits only a !nite number of derivative sequences. Then, de!ning a
new generalized balance function by BN (U )= supu∈L(U ) maxw;w′∈LN (U ){||w|u−|w′|u|}
(note that BN (U )= supn∈N∗ B
(n)
N ), an analog of Theorem 22 could be obtained for
BN (U ).
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